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TRANSFERRING VIDEO FROM CAMERA TO VHS
Use the RCA cables that you see here. Both ends have at least two male plugs. The yellow end
is usually for video and the red or white is for audio. If you have stereo there will be two audio
plugs, a red and a white.
Push the video and audio plugs from one end of the cable into the camera where it says “video
out” and “audio out.” At the other end of the cable push the yellow video and red or white (or
both) audio into the VCR where it says “video in” and “audio in.”
Make sure you have a VHS tape in the VCR. Cue up the video tape to the start of your film.
Then push the record button on the VCR and push play on the camera at the same time. When
you reach the end of the recording push stop on the VCR and the camera.

RCA CABLES:
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If the camera has two audio jacks and the VCR requires only one audio plug, then you will need
a “Y” adapter cable as can be seen here. The two RCA audio plugs from the camera go into the
“female” ends of the adapter. Put the one “male” end into the VCR audio jack.

Y ADAPTER

Cables for Dubbing Audio
You will need a RCA cable with a 1/8”mini RCA plug or adapter at one end and the regular RCA
plug at the other end as can be seen here:

Mini Adapter

It is possible to purchase a cable with the mini plug on one end and the regular RCA plug on the
other end:
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Mini end

Regular end
The mini RCA end goes into the earphone slot on the cd or tape deck. You will record both the
video and the audio at the same time. Video will come from the camera with regular sized yellow
RCA cable. Do not plug any audio into the camera. The audio will come from the cd or tape with
a mini RCA adapter. The other end of both cables will go into the video and audio in on the
VCR. You need to cue up the video tape, audio (or music) and set the VHS tape to the beginning.
It takes more than one pair of hands to push play on the audio and the video at the same time
that you push the record button on the VCR.

Transferring Video from Computer to VHS
You will need a Presentation System that is attached to the computer. It allows the video to be
brought out of the computer. Focus and Tviator are good brands and cost about $80.00. For the
video you will need a RCA cable from the presentation system to the Video In of the VCR. You
can get your audio from an external souce as explained in the audio dub section before or you can
get your audio from the computer. To get audio from the computer you will use the mini RCA
cable and plug it into the earphone jack on the computer. The other end, which is a regular RCA
plug, will go into the VCR audio In.
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